Patrick Rayermann & Emma Vecht
5008 Ethel's Pond Court
Fairfax, VA 22030

Mr. Jeff Goldberg
BoBud Construction
9679 C Main Street
Fairfax, VA 22031
Dear Jeff:

We would like to convey to you how much we enjoy the house that Bo Bud Construction
built for us during 2012 We also deeply appreciate how well you and everyone who is a part of
the Bo Bud team worked with us to create a home which is tailored to the way we wanted to
live.
From the first time we sat down together to discuss the modifications which we were
asking be made to the Meadowview design, you, your on-site foreman, Josh Keithly, and the
balance of the Bo Bud team were all attentive to our desires and thoroughly professional in
discussing them with us. In several cases, while you and your team pointed out problems with
aspects of our requests you also worked effectively with us to help us achieve the functionality
we desired in a manner that is structurally sonnd and cost effective.
We have a friend who is in the home renovation industry; he visited our new Bo Bud house
with us while it was under construction.. He was very impressed with the materials Bo Bud
uses, with the workmanship evident ill all areas (carpentry, electrical, plumbing, concrete,
brickwork, etc.), and with what a clean construction site you and your colleagues maintain. We
moved in during December 2012 and have found the house to maintain temperatures during all
seasons at reasonable cost the house is continuously comfortable and is remarkably functional
for how we like to live.
We have other friends who have recently had homes built. In most cases, our friends have
experienced a very difficult, enervating and even exasperating process. Most builders are far
less willing to accommodate customization requests from their customers. It also seems that
some builders do not maintain the same high standards of quality in their worlcrnanship that is
clearly a hallmark of Bo Bud and the firms with which you collaborate. And, in the case of the
handful of minor glitches which we have discovered since we moved in, you and your team
have been rapid and thorough in resolving them.
We remain most appreciative of how well you and everyone on the Bo Bud team worked
with us and extremely happy with our new home.

